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Abstract: Inhaled corticosteroid/long-acting β
2
-agonist combination therapy is recommended 

in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients at high risk of exacerbations. The 

EFFECT (Efficacy of Fluticasone propionate/FormotErol in COPD Treatment) trial is a Phase 

III, 52-week, randomized, double-blind study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of two doses of 

fluticasone propionate/formoterol compared to formoterol monotherapy in COPD patients with 

FEV
1
 #50% predicted and a history of exacerbations. The primary endpoint is the annualized 

rate of moderate and severe exacerbations. Secondary endpoints include pre-dose FEV
1
, EXACT-

PRO (EXAcerbations of Chronic pulmonary disease Tool – Patient-Reported Outcome)-defined 

exacerbations, St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD, COPD Assessment Test, and 

EXACT-Respiratory Symptoms total score. Lung-specific biomarkers (surfactant protein D and 

CC chemokine ligand-18) will be measured in a subset of patients to explore their relationship 

to other clinical indices in COPD and their predictive utility. Pneumonia will be diagnosed 

per criteria defined by the British Thoracic Society community acquired pneumonia guideline, 

primarily by radiological confirmation and, additionally, using clinical criteria when a chest 

radiograph cannot be obtained. Serial measurements of serum potassium, vital signs and elec-

trocardiograms, 24-hour Holter monitoring, and 24-hour urinary cortisol measurement will be 

performed in a subset of patients in addition to conventional safety assessments.

Keywords: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, flutiform, inhaled corticosteroids, long-

acting β
2
-agonist

Introduction
Exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) accelerate the rate of 

lung function decline, impair health-related quality of life, and are a common cause of 

health care utilization (HCU) and hospitalization in patients with COPD.1,2 Longitudinal 

observational studies have reported a mean of between 1.1 and 2.0 exacerbations per 

year in patients with severe to very severe COPD.3,4

The addition of an inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) to a long-acting β
2
-agonist (LABA) 

reduces exacerbation frequency and improves symptoms, quality of life, and lung 

function;5–7 hence, combination ICS/LABA therapy is recommended as first-line 

therapy in GOLD grade C and D disease.8

A fixed combination of fluticasone propionate and formoterol fumarate in a pressurized 

metered-dose inhaler (pMDI) (flutiform®; Napp Pharmaceuticals Limited, Cambridge, 

UK), which is licensed in Europe, Asia, and Australia for use in asthma, is now under 

development for the treatment of COPD. The present study evaluates the efficacy and 
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safety of two dose levels of fluticasone propionate/formoterol 

pMDI over a twofold dose range for both ICS (250 and 500 µg) 

and LABA (10 and 20 µg) components. The annualized rate of 

moderate and severe exacerbations (defined per HCU criteria) 

is the primary endpoint, given that exacerbation risk reduction 

is the principal goal when initiating ICS/LABA treatment in 

COPD. As a very significant proportion of exacerbations go 

unreported,9 the study will use the EXACT (EXAcerbations of 

Chronic pulmonary disease Tool) electronic diary to facilitate 

enhanced reporting of exacerbations. In addition, the rate of 

EXACT-defined exacerbations will also be evaluated. Serum 

levels of the lung-specific biomarkers surfactant protein 

D (SP-D) and CC chemokine ligand-18 (CCL-18) will be 

assessed in a subgroup of patients. Changes in SP-D correlate 

with health status and lung function,10 whilst CCL-18 levels 

are associated with total and cardiovascular morbidity and 

mortality.11 Treatment effects upon these biomarkers will 

be examined to further explore their relationship to clinical 

outcomes and their predictive utility.

Methods
Study design
The study is of randomized, parallel-group, double-blind 

design (Figure 1). Patients will be randomized to one of 

three treatment arms for 52 weeks: fluticasone propionate/

formoterol pMDI 250/10 µg bid (two puffs 125/5 µg) or 

500/20 µg bid (2 puffs 250/10 µg) (flutiform®) or formoterol 

pMDI 12 µg bid (one puff 12 µg) (Atimos® Modulite; Chiesi 

Pharmaceutical GmbH, Vienna, Austria). All study treat-

ments will be administered without a spacer.

Eligible patients will discontinue their existing COPD 

medications and receive tiotropium (Spiriva®; Boehringer 

Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany) 18 µg once daily during 

a 2-week run-in period in which a baseline EXACT score 

will be determined. The “baseline” EXACT score (used to 

identify subsequent periods of symptom worsening) will 

be reset throughout the 12-month study in accordance with 

EXACT user guidelines.12 Salbutamol pMDI (Ventolin® 

Evohaler®; Glaxo Wellcome, Uxbridge, UK) will be used 

as rescue medication.

eligibility criteria
COPD patients $40 years with post-bronchodilator 

FEV
1
 #50% predicted and FEV

1
/FVC ratio ,0.7 and a his-

tory of at least one moderate or severe COPD exacerbation 

in the last 12 months (requiring systemic corticosteroids 

and/or antibiotics and/or hospitalization) will be enrolled. 

A minimum 10-pack-year smoking history and the ability to 

correctly use a pMDI without a spacer are prerequisites for 

enrollment. Moderate or severe exacerbations at the time of 

screening (or during the run-in period) will render a patient 

ineligible as will the use of long-term oxygen therapy, 

uncontrolled cardiovascular disease, and clinically signifi-

cant sleep apnea requiring the use of continuous positive 

Figure 1 Study design.
Notes: aIn subsets of patients. bAdditional safety assessments include serial serum potassium, heart rate, blood pressure, and Qt interval pre-dose and over 60 minutes 
post-dose.
Abbreviations: CAt, COPD Assessment test; eXACt, eXAcerbations of Chronic pulmonary disease tool; R, randomization; SgRQ-C, St george’s Respiratory 
Questionnaire for COPD; V, visit; bid, twice a day.
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airway pressure. During the treatment period, long-acting 

muscarinic antagonists, short-acting bronchodilators (other 

than study rescue medication), phosphodiesterase-4 inhibi-

tors, non-cardioselective beta-blockers, xanthine deriva-

tives, and systemic steroids (except those required for the 

short-term treatment of an exacerbation) are prohibited.

exacerbation assessments
As the primary outcome employs an HCU-based definition 

of exacerbations, the definition, management, and inter-

pretation of these events has been standardized. Moderate 

exacerbations are those requiring treatment with systemic 

corticosteroids and/or antibiotics whilst severe exacerba-

tions are events requiring hospitalization or resulting in 

death. Exacerbations requiring systemic steroids should 

be managed with a prednisolone regimen of 30–40 mg for 

7–14 days;8 however, if clinically necessary, for example 

where concerns as to glycemic control arise, investigators 

may consider treatment for a shorter duration. Two events 

separated by an interval of at least 7 days will be identified 

as two distinct exacerbations.

Exacerbations will also be assessed using the EXACT. 

When validated exacerbation thresholds12 are met, in addition 

to the event being defined as an EXACT exacerbation, alerts 

will be sent to both the investigator (via an email) and the 

patient (via the electronic diary). The patient’s alert advises 

them to contact the site as soon as possible. If the patient 

fails to contact the site within 2 days, the site will contact 

the patient to ascertain whether an unscheduled site visit is 

necessary for clinical review. Although concordance between 

HCU-defined and EXACT-defined events is modest,13 this 

approach should increase physician–patient interaction dur-

ing the study, thereby increasing the likelihood of prompt 

treatment institution for disease worsening.

Other efficacy assessments
Spirometry will be performed at all visits, whilst the 

St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD (SGRQ-C) 

and the COPD Assessment Test (CAT) will be administered 

at baseline and week 6, 23, and 52 (Figure 1). Throughout 

the study, patients will complete an electronic diary daily, 

which includes the EXACT-Patient-Reported Outcome 

(EXACT-PRO) questionnaire and additional questions on 

rescue medication use, sleep disturbance, and study medica-

tion compliance. Blood samples for the assessment of serum 

SP-D (sandwich ELISA; BioVendor, Brno, Czech Republic) 

and CCL-18 (sandwich ELISA; Myriad RBM, Austin, TX, 

USA) levels will be collected at baseline and week 6 in a 

subset of approximately 300 patients. Efficacy endpoints in 

the study are summarized in Table 1.

Safety assessments
In addition to routine safety monitoring, the occurrence 

of pneumonia will be carefully evaluated per two defini-

tions both based upon British Thoracic Society (BTS) 

diagnostic criteria.14 The primary level of diagnosis will 

require radiological confirmation of pneumonia with sites 

encouraged to obtain chest radiographs whenever pneu-

monia is suspected. A secondary definition of pneumonia, 

based upon BTS-defined clinical criteria alone, will also be 

employed to capture events where a chest radiograph cannot 

be obtained.14 To evaluate potentially deleterious systemic 

effects associated with the higher doses of ICS (500 versus 

250 µg bid) and LABA (20 versus 10 µg bid) employed in 

the study, additional tests will be performed in subsets of 

patients, including: serial serum potassium, heart rate, blood 

pressure, and QT interval measurements pre-dose and for 

60 minutes post-dose (125 patients/arm); 24-hour Holter 

monitoring (100 patients/arm); and, in a subset of patients 

without ICS exposure at screening, 24-hour urinary cortisol 

collections (50 patients/arm).

Statistics
A sample size of 556 patients per treatment group provides 

80% power to detect a 20% reduction in the rate of moderate 

and severe COPD exacerbations, assuming an exacerbation 

rate of 0.8 exacerbations per year in the formoterol group 

Table 1 Summary of study endpoints

Primary endpoint
Annualized rate of moderate and severe COPD exacerbations during 
the treatment period
Key secondary endpoints
Average pre-dose FeV1 during the treatment period
Annualized rate of COPD exacerbations (based on the eXACt criteria) 
during the treatment period
Time to first moderate or severe COPD exacerbation
Change in SgRQ-C score from baseline to week 6, 23, and 52
Change in COPD Assessment test score from baseline to week 6, 23, 
and 52
Mean daily rescue medication use during the treatment period
Percentage change in awakening-free nights during the treatment period
Average e-RS dyspnea score during the treatment period
Average e-RS total score during the treatment period
Exploratory endpoints
Change in SP-D and CCl-18 from baseline to week 6 in a subset of 
patients

Abbreviations: eXACt, eXAcerbations of Chronic pulmonary disease tool; e-RS, 
eXACt-Respiratory Symptoms; SgRQ-C, St george’s Respiratory Questionnaire for 
COPD; SP-D, surfactant protein D; CCl-18, CC chemokine ligand-18.
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and a two-sided alpha of 0.05. Assuming 5% of patients 

will not be a part of the modified intent-to-treat population 

(the primary analysis population), a total of 1,758 patients 

will be randomized (586 per treatment group). The study 

protocol was amended to increase the original sample size 

of 486 patients per group, as a planned interim review of 

the pooled exacerbation rate when 50% of patients had been 

recruited revealed a lower than expected event rate.

The primary endpoint is the annualized rate of moderate 

and severe exacerbations (defined per HCU criteria), ana-

lyzed using a negative binomial regression model with fixed 

terms for treatment, FEV
1
 % predicted category, number of 

exacerbations in the previous year category, smoking status, 

prior ICS use, and country, and the logarithm of time on 

treatment as an offset variable. The secondary comparison 

(fluticasone propionate/formoterol 250/10 µg versus formot-

erol 12 µg) will be analyzed in a confirmatory manner only if 

the primary comparison (fluticasone propionate/formoterol 

500/20 µg versus formoterol 12 µg) is significant at the 

0.05 alpha level. Only if both these primary endpoint results 

are significant at the 0.05 level will the first key secondary 

endpoint (Table 1) be analyzed in a confirmatory manner 

using a Hochberg closed testing procedure. This stepwise 

approach, ie, primary comparison followed by secondary 

comparison and the requirement for both to be significant 

before proceeding to test the next endpoint in a confirmatory 

manner, will be employed hierarchically throughout the key 

secondary endpoints per the order listed in Table 1.

Spirometry, SGRQ-C, CAT, and EXACT-Respiratory 

Symptoms (E-RS) will be analyzed using repeated measures 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with fixed terms for 

treatment, FEV
1
 % predicted category, number of exacerba-

tions in the previous year category, baseline value, smoking 

status, prior ICS use, country, time-point, and treatment 

by time-point interaction. The rate of EXACT-PRO exac-

erbations will be analyzed using the same model as the 

primary endpoint analysis. Changes in the biomarker levels 

(SP-D and CCL-18) from baseline will be analyzed using a 

Kruskal–Wallis test. The changes from baseline to week 6 

will also be divided into quintiles to explore the relationship 

between the biomarkers and clinical indices. For SP-D, the 

change from baseline to week 6 across the quintile categories 

will be compared to changes in FEV
1
, SGRQ-C, and E-RS 

breathlessness score at week 6 and week 52: differences 

between quintiles will be evaluated using an ANCOVA. 

The relationship between SP-D quintiles and the number of 

HCU exacerbations over the 52-week treatment period will 

be analyzed using a negative binomial model. For CCL-18, 

the relationship between the change from baseline to week 6 

and the number of patients with cardiovascular events over 

the 52-week treatment period will be compared between 

quintiles using a logistic regression model, whilst the time 

to first cardiovascular event will be compared using a Cox 

regression model. The incidence of all adverse events, includ-

ing those of special interest, pneumonia, and cardiovascular 

events, will be presented. Summary descriptive statistics will 

be presented for laboratory and electrocardiograph indices.

Discussion
Very few COPD studies have previously compared two or 

more dose levels of an ICS/LABA combination.15–17 Thus, 

for example, fluticasone propionate doses of either 250 µg or 

500 µg twice daily have been evaluated within ICS/LABA 

combinations5,18,19 but not in a head-to-head manner, lead-

ing to different doses of fluticasone propionate/salmeterol 

being licensed in the United States (250/50 µg bid) and 

Europe (500/50 µg bid). More recently, three dose levels of 

fluticasone furoate in combination with vilanterol have been 

evaluated within the same settings. Numerical differences 

in exacerbation rate (and pneumonia) were observed across 

fluticasone furoate doses of 50, 100 and 200 µg, albeit results 

were not entirely consistent across two studies.17

No COPD studies have previously compared an ICS/

LABA combination over a dose range for both constituent 

components, the standard paradigm being the evaluation of 

a single bronchodilator dose. Interestingly, however, evi-

dence from published studies suggests that modest benefits 

in non-spirometric parameters, including rescue medication 

use, symptom scores, premature study discontinuations, 

and exacerbations, may be obtained with formoterol 24 µg 

versus 12 µg twice daily without any apparent increase in 

safety risk.20,21 The safety of the higher dose of formoterol is 

further supported by the fact that daily formoterol doses of 

up to 48 µg (including use as rescue medication) have been 

licensed in Europe for COPD.

The above observations explain why two dose levels of 

fluticasone propionate/formoterol pMDI were evaluated in 

the present study, over a twofold dose range for both ICS 

(250 and 500 µg) and LABA (10 and 20 µg) components. 

Whilst an overt pairwise dose response is not anticipated 

(the primary comparison is between fluticasone propionate/

formoterol and formoterol monotherapy), it will be of interest 

to see whether greater gains in efficacy versus LABA mono-

therapy can be achieved with the higher (500/20 µg) versus 

lower (250/10 µg) fluticasone propionate/formoterol dose.

Ideally, a factorial design (3×2) would have been prefera-

ble to ascertain the effect of ICS therapy and dose increments 

for each component of the combination. However, given the 
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scale and associated cost of such a study, it was not feasible 

to implement this design. For similar reasons, the lowest 

available dose level of fluticasone propionate/formoterol was 

not evaluated in this study, albeit, on the basis of equipotency 

considerations,22 the recent fluticasone furoate/vilanterol data 

suggest that a fluticasone propionate dose of 100 µg bid may 

be suboptimal in COPD.17 Nonetheless, multiple ICS- and 

LABA-specific safety assessments in the present study will 

elucidate whether the higher doses of each active component 

are associated with any worsening in safety profile. Further-

more, the study will allow a comparison of both dose levels 

of fluticasone/formoterol versus the formoterol dose currently 

licensed for regular maintenance treatment of COPD in both 

Europe and the United States.

The study includes a 2-week tiotropium run-in period. 

Tiotropium was selected as run-in therapy rather than 

steroid-based therapies to avoid potential enrichment of 

the study population via retention of patients more likely to 

respond favorably to ICS treatment in the pre-study treat-

ment period. A tiotropium run-in also avoids concerns as 

to an ICS withdrawal-induced increase in exacerbations 

in the formoterol arm23 – although Lapperre et al showed 

no evidence of an increase in proinflammatory markers or 

exaggerated clinical deterioration in COPD patients treated 

for 6 months with inhaled fluticasone followed by ICS 

withdrawal.24 The recent WISDOM study also suggests con-

cerns as to rebound phenomena with ICS withdrawal may be 

unfounded.25 Finally, tiotropium is also recommended in this 

patient population and will provide a more effective run-in 

treatment than short-acting bronchodilators which have been 

employed in previous studies – limiting the risk of significant 

dropouts during this pre-randomization phase.

With regards to the formoterol arm in the study, its inclu-

sion satisfies regulatory requirements as to the comparison 

of a fixed dose combination versus its monocomponents (an 

ICS monotherapy arm being unethical in COPD patients).26 

In addition, should fewer exacerbations be observed with 

fluticasone propionate/formoterol versus formoterol, it will 

confirm the study’s assay sensitivity.27 By contrast, if the 

study had compared fluticasone propionate/formoterol to 

tiotropium and evidenced similar exacerbation rates with 

each as in, for example, the INSPIRE study (which compared 

fluticasone/salmeterol and tiotropium),28 an inherent limita-

tion would be that the sensitivity of the study to detect dif-

ferences, should they exist, would remain unknown. Atimos® 

Modulite was selected as the specific formoterol comparator 

in order that patients are required to use a single device type 

only (pMDI) during the study, thus avoiding patient confu-

sion likely to occur when patients are required to use devices 

which require distinctly different operational and inspira-

tory techniques.29 This is likely to be more prominent in the 

relatively elderly COPD population with a high prevalence 

of comorbidities.

Exacerbations will be defined using a conventional 

HCU definition. It is, however, recognized that as many 

as 50%–70% of exacerbations go unreported, leading to 

marked underestimation of exacerbation rates in clinical 

studies.9 Furthermore, HCU-defined exacerbation rates vary 

widely across different geographical territories.30 Such dif-

ferences are likely related to differences in access to health 

care, different costs of access (which may prompt different 

rates of self-medication) and cultural differences.31 Given 

the inherent limitations of the HCU-anchored exacerbation 

definition, even though this remains the most conventional 

and accepted approach to date, it is hoped that the use of the 

EXACT tool to trigger patient–physician interaction after 

symptom worsening will increase the reporting of events. 

However, concordance between HCU and EXACT-defined 

exacerbations is modest: in a recent study, approximately 

two-thirds of the patients experiencing an EXACT-defined 

exacerbation did not have an HCU event and approximately 

half the number of patients experiencing an HCU exacerba-

tion did not have an EXACT-defined exacerbation.13 The 

reason behind this lack of agreement is not clear, although 

the authors attributed a number of factors to it, such as 

missing EXACT scores during the HCU exacerbation in 

some cases. Despite this imperfect concordance, patients 

who experience EXACT-defined but untreated exacerba-

tions exhibit similar short- to medium-term deterioration 

in health status as compared to those experiencing HCU 

exacerbations.13 Thus, although EXACT-defined exacerba-

tions are not expected to be qualitatively distinct from HCU 

exacerbations, it is relevant to assess treatment effect on both 

types of exacerbation event and appropriate that EXACT-

defined exacerbations will serve as a key secondary efficacy 

variable in this study.

Two serum biomarkers, SP-D and CCL-18, both pri-

marily of pulmonary origin, were selected for inclusion in 

the study from amongst the many biomarkers evaluated in 

recent years on the basis of their consistent associations 

with important clinical indices or disease states, relative 

specificity, and potential for modification with ICS-based 

treatment. Both will be measured at baseline and week 6 in 

a subgroup of patients.

Associations between SP-D and health status, FEV
1
, 

symptoms,10,32 and exacerbations33,34 in COPD patients are 

well documented, with correlations between SP-D and clini-

cal indices32 appearing stronger than for fibrinogen, another 
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promising biomarker.35 Further, in their analysis of a panel 

of 34 potential COPD biomarkers, Dickens et al determined 

that SP-D levels were amongst the most reproducible over 

time.35 Serum SP-D levels (unlike fibrinogen)36 are reduced 

by ICSs.10 It is hypothesized that ICSs ameliorate lung 

inflammation, thereby reducing respiratory membrane 

permeability, hence the leakage of SP-D from the lung into 

the systemic compartment. Our study will shed further light 

on the correlation between SP-D levels and several clinical 

indices in COPD, and will evaluate the effect on SP-D of 

two dose levels of ICS. More importantly, the study will 

ascertain whether short-term changes in SP-D (after 6 weeks 

of treatment) predict long-term clinical benefits in outcomes 

such as lung function, health status, symptom severity, and 

exacerbation rate. If so, SP-D could potentially complement 

blood eosinophil counts in COPD management, as eosinophil 

counts predict clinical response to ICS treatment37 but are 

not appreciably altered by the ICS treatment. Hence, blood 

eosinophils appear more suited to initial screening than sub-

sequent identification of response or disease monitoring.

CCL-18 is of interest given the prominent association 

between cardiovascular disease and COPD, albeit mecha-

nisms underlying this association are not well understood. 

Comorbid cardiovascular disease independently increases 

exacerbation,38 hospitalization,38 and mortality risk39 in 

COPD. Half of COPD deaths are attributed to cardiovascular 

disease,40 whilst COPD increases the risk of sudden cardiac 

death.41 Serum CCL-18 levels are elevated in COPD patients, 

with higher levels linked to an increased risk of cardiovas-

cular morbidity and mortality and all-cause mortality.11 

Prednisolone reduces CCL-18 levels,11 but the effect of ICS 

on CCL-18 has not been reported. Given these observations, 

the present study will evaluate changes in CCL-18 level with 

treatment and will also evaluate the relationship between 

levels of this biomarker and the occurrence of a constellation 

of arteriosclerotic events. It is of note that in the INSPIRE 

study,28 treatment with fluticasone/salmeterol was associated 

with significantly lesser mortality as compared to tiotropium, 

the difference mainly driven by deaths due to cardiovascular 

causes. Furthermore, the TORCH study42 also showed the 

lowest number of cardiovascular events in the fluticasone/

salmeterol group compared to the monotherapy and placebo 

groups. Therefore, it is of interest to elucidate the effect of 

ICS-based treatment on CCL-18 and relate the change in 

this measure to cardiovascular events observed during the 

treatment period.

Finally, the occurrence of pneumonia will be quantified 

based on criteria specified in the BTS community acquired 

pneumonia guideline,14 so avoiding the limitations of earlier 

randomized controlled trials which did not employ a pro-

spective standardized definition of pneumonia.43,44 The use 

of accepted clinical and particularly radiological criteria to 

confirm the diagnosis of pneumonia in our study will limit 

misdiagnosis. This trial will thus further assess the asso-

ciation between the use of ICSs and risk of pneumonia in 

COPD,45,46 although, importantly, a recent review concluded 

that respiratory mortality and all-cause mortality are either 

unchanged or reduced by ICS administration.47 It will also be 

of interest to examine whether there is any difference in the 

rate of pneumonia events in our study of a fluticasone propi-

onate/formoterol suspension pMDI formulation compared to 

those previously seen with fluticasone propionate/salmeterol 

dry powder. The head-to-head comparison of both flutica-

sone propionate/formoterol doses in the present study will 

additionally allow assessment of any dose-related signal for 

pneumonia, which is not evident in between-trial compari-

sons of fluticasone propionate/salmeterol,5,18 in contrast to 

fluticasone furoate/vilanterol over the dose range 50/25 to 

200/25 µg once daily.17

In summary, this study will compare the efficacy and 

safety of two dose levels of fluticasone propionate/formot-

erol (over a twofold dose range for both components) with 

formoterol in COPD patients. Use of the EXACT should 

enhance the reporting of exacerbations over the 52-week 

treatment period and further experience of this instrument. 

Two lung-derived biomarkers will be measured and their 

clinical associations examined, and the occurrence of pneu-

monia will be rigorously evaluated.
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